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The boating season is nearing its end. I have fond memories of "The Mooch", a massive
snapping turtle who paddled around one of our favourite anchorages each evening in
search of handouts. He was in the habit of bumping against the hull to announce his
arrival.
COVID-19 has ended any thought of international travel and curtailed my aspirations to
start flying gliders this fall. As a result, my thoughts are shifting to investing.
I've started by revisiting the theme of innovation in agriculture, especially in the area of
controlled growing systems. In a series of posts, I will review my current holdings in
agriculture. This post will focus on C02 GRO.

B AC K G R O U N D AB O U T T HE S E AR C H FO R CO 2 G RO
Like many investors a few years ago, I was captured by the prospects offered by the
cannabis sector.
I soon came to the conclusion that the mania for cannabis producers was akin to a gold
rush. My mind went back to past history; namely, that a few early prospectors got rich
and that most ended up having a costly and arduous "outdoor experience". The others
who got rich were those who sold the picks and shovels. Levi Jeans is still around!
Since I figured that I was a bit late to the party, my search evolved to a quest for equipment
providers. The space was crowded. It was difficult to find a "pure play" in the sense that
the manufacturers of grow lights etc. had them only as a minor part of a larger business.
I started to look for an "enabling technology", preferably with applications for a variety of
growing situations in order to expand the potential for investment returns. Part of my
investment portfolio is diversified into new companies: either those with new and
disruptive business models and/or new technologies or services, so I was prepared to
invest in a new enterprise. I looked for a company which had some "history" and good
management, knowing that it is essential for growing nascent enterprises.
I initiated a position in C02 GRO in late 2018. Since that time, I added to the position as
the company has passed various milestones.
You can access my original thinking here. The link also contains periodic updates:
https://finanacialpassagemaker.blogspot.com/search/label/CO2%20GROW
When I first invested in the company, I did so with the following thoughts in mind:
•

a time horizon of at least 5 years with the belief that the enterprise would take
time to develop and market its technology and that there would be many twists
and turns along the way

•

a sense that the technology was sound and able to confer real, measurable
benefits to customers

•

most important: my assessment that management had the skills and ability to
adapt to changing circumstances - also the tenacity to "stick with it". Many years
ago, I had interacted with one of the members of the Board of Directors on a
totally unrelated matter. I was impressed by him. It was yet another indication of
the quality of management at CO2 GRO if you go by the dictum: "You are known
by the company you keep." In the long run, it's all about people.

Here is an approximation of the conceptual model of corporate development that I had
in mind when I made the initial investment

Corporate Life Cycle

The model is presented in a wonderful blog authored by Aswath Damodaran under the
name of Musings on the Markets. It is one of my must reads: fresh, thoughtful - the
product of a very fine mind ... and engaged in a way that few academics can equal. You
can subscribe free for periodic e-mails.
When I first considered C02 GRO, I focussed on the following:
•

the applicability of the technology in solving a real world problem and conferring
a tangible benefit to consumers

•

the ability, experience and commitment of management (most important) Profile
and Ownership Stake

•

the scalability of the technology and the size of the potential market

•

the likelihood that the company will be able to protect its IP

•

the attractiveness of the business proposition to potential customers

•

the ability of the company to attract new financing to keep the doors open

I will not get into the details of how the company measured up to these and other metrics
as the post would be overly long. Interested readers can undertake their own due
diligence.

G RO W' S " J O UR N E Y " S I N CE 2 0 1 8

Market Action for GROW

Evolve Marijuana Fund (SEED) goes to seed

Life in the executive suite has been "interesting". Management has demonstrated,
repeatedly, its ability to adapt and move the company forward.
The price of the company's shares has fluctuated tremendously as a result of two factors:
the exit strategy of one of the early investors which resulted in a sell off of shares; and,
the mania surrounding the cannabis sector e.g. see the price action for a former cannabisoriented fund. GROW’s share price rose steeply and then cratered as a result of this
combination of circumstances (my surmise). I believe that the share price is now
somewhat less volatile: the company's prospects are a bit easier to assess by the
investment community and the "cannabis space" is starting to be sorted out.

Government regulations in the US and Canada have impeded the adoption of the
technology by the cannabis sector. In the US, governments are unclear about how to
regulate cannabis: state and federal agencies often have conflicting policies. Polarized
politics adds to the confusion.
In Canada, regulatory authorities are concerned about the use of the company's
technology for the cultivation of cannabis. It's a new issue and there are many aspects to
"safety": consumer, worker, environmental. Bureaucrats are, by nature, risk averse and
the general public does not appreciate just how many lines of accountability a bureaucrat
has: financial, political, the public (interest groups, media), internal politics, etc. It takes
time and skill to navigate these intersecting channels.
At times, it can be a minefield. I was once a civil servant and many years ago when I was
starting out, an old hand provided some sage advice, "A thousand and one attaboys
doesn't equal one ahh s..t". And like any enterprise, the civil service can be quite creative
in "de-hiring" disliked employees. One poor sap who transgressed the culture repeatedly,
ended up working at a desk which was set up in the hallway! Senior management in those
days had the experience of the WW2 battlefield and had no tolerance for "strays" who
defied operational norms.
CO2 GRO has been judicious in selecting its target markets and developing and
executing strategies to penetrate those markets. In contrast to many start-ups which try
to "do it all" with limited resources (and most often, fail) CO2 GRO has developed a
network of partners to market its services. Not all will succeed - that's the nature of the
game. However, the odds are that some collaborations will work, thereby expanding the
market reach further than the company could do on its own.
To my mind this is a very significant development. At this stage, refining the technology
is the least of management's worries. The company has "graduated" into a new class:
marketing. I think that management is up to the task. The other very significant shift is the
company is now concerned primarily with developing markets related to the production of
food - not cannabis.

H AS C O 2 G RO R O U ND E D T HE CO RN E R?
The company may be positioned to achieve a positive cash flow over the next year or
two, even in the face of a rather miserable economy. Why?
First, start up this conversation while you read the rest of the blog. Conversation with
Aaron Archibald
A few takeaways from the conversation:
•

the benefits of the technology (enhanced growth and resistance to single cell
pathogens such as powdery mildew)

•

flexibility of the system for a variety crops and growing systems

•

the marketing technique of providing growers with an opportunity to test the
system on a small scale to assess its performance

•

the geographic extent of the market and GROW's arrangements for
installing/servicing the equipment via regionally based contractors and partners
(especially valuable during this era of COVID-19 restrictions on travel)

•

the benefits associated with a recent, significant investment on the part of
Ospraie Ag Science e.g. ready access to additional capital and the prospect of
more deals through Ospraie's network

The Runway to Profits
1. Health Canada has finally approved the use of water based foliar spray with
nutrients by Licensed Producers - a major game changer which has opened the
cannabis market in Canada for the company. My sense is that growers will ramp
up gradually as they run test applications and compare growth rates etc. against
non-treated controls. Further, if a few producers adopt it, others will likely have to
follow in order to stay competitive.
2. Further research has demonstrated a very significant benefit in addition to
increased growth rates. The technology provides what the company terms
"Perimeter Protection", an unanticipated effect which greatly retards the growth
of micro pathogens such as powdery mildew and E. Coli. This application is in
the process of receiving patent protection. Who knew? Note that this is important
for a variety of crops.
3. The company is starting to be recognized more widely by the agricultural
community with the result that its customer base should expand soon. As I noted
previously, farmers are a "show me" group and once a technology is proven in
practice, the word gets out quickly as many farmer communities are tightly knit. I
love this video: Listen to that Lovely Drawl. Also see how easily the technology
is to install and run and how adaptable it is.
4. The need for food security in the face of climate change is spurring new efforts in
places such as the Middle East. This and the fact that the technology can be
grafted easily to existing greenhouse operations lowers risk and facilitates the
rate of adoption. To my mind, this is the real sustainable market for the
company's technology.
5. The market for the technology is huge. To my mind, the real opportunity for C02
GRO's technology lies with not with cannabis but with other crops. Why?
•

The technology is applicable to a variety of agricultural crops (e.g. flowers, leaf,
cannabis), geographies, and a variety of growing methods: greenhouses, shade
house, open field.

•

There is a much lower regulatory burden for other crops - something which has
frustrated the development of the market for cannabis.

•

The potential size of the market for other crops is much greater and diverse,
meaning that the company has many more opportunities for growth.

•

It is likely that some governments of food-stressed countries will support efforts
to encourage food self-sufficiency. This could be a tailwind.

I have recently increased my stake in GROW and will continue to average in as the
company expands its customer base and increases its revenue flows.
The company is now very focussed. It has some very specific targets:
1. Raise working capital ($1.38M of equity announced August 6, 2020 with Ospraie
Ag Sciences taking $1.2M) and reach positive EBITDA by year-end 2020. I am
informed that Ospraie is willing to provide additional funding.
2) Have at least one Flagship Commercial Installation greenhouse customer in
each target crop vertical (cannabis, hemp, lettuce, peppers, tomatoes,
strawberries).
3) Have at least one Flagship Commercial Installation greenhouse customer in
the UAE, Israel and Central/South America.
4) Add a European greenhouse Agri-Industrial partner for EU sales.
5) Expand our Patent Portfolio enhancing our technology's value to customers.
I like this approach for a variety of reasons:
1. It provides hard metrics for assessing the progress of the company.
2. It recognizes the importance of working demonstrations to convince the "show
me" crowd. Understanding the culture of the market is extremely important and it
is clear that the company "gets it".
3. The addition of an agri-industrial partner in the EU is wise as it harnesses the
connections of a partner organization with the agricultural community and frees
C02 GRO from trying to replicate distribution channels. Better to have a slice of
the pie than none at all.
4. In contrast to many new enterprises, GROW has quite a diverse group of
customers - a great strategic move on the part of the company
S O M E T H I N G S I W I L L B E W AT C H I N G
Patent infringements can be expensive and distract management from the primary task
of building the business. Is this why the company has not entered markets in China?
The challenge of ramping up logistics to supply the equipment and deliver the technology
could pose issues: quality control, timeliness, technical support etc. No doubt, there will
be glitches along the way. How the company responds to potential difficulties will greatly

influence its reputation with potential clients. My thinking is that the equipment is
comprised of simple components that can be accessed locally and that the "black box
heart of the system" can be shipped easily from the manufacturer in Canada.
The company is a potential target for incorporation within a large multi-national. Will
management resist the temptation to cash out after a long and arduous effort or will it
focus on building the company? I always hate to see a potential rocket suddenly head to
earth once it becomes "corporatized". Share owners who are in it for the long term often
lose out once the energy of the company becomes diluted and cash flow is dissipated
within the treasury of a much more slow growing entity.
There is a small management core. What provisions are being made for expansion and
succession?
I am not so concerned about share dilution as entrepreneurs should be rewarded. As a
share owner, I am quite prepared to bask in their reflected glory. The current management
took a moribund company and transformed it into a going concern - the result of visionary
thinking, skill and hard work.
Over the next 12 months, I will focus more on financial metrics as the company graduates
to the early growth stage (see earlier model of the corporate life cycle). In my view, the
company is poised to achieve some significant cash flows, even in the face of a depressed
economy. If anything, the company will benefit from a desire on the part of cost conscious
growers to become even more efficient during these hard times.
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